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Abstract—Latency-sensitive fog computing applications may
use replication both to scale their capacity and to place application instances as close as possible to their end users. In such
geo-distributed environments, a good replica placement should
maintain the tail network latency between end-user devices and
their closest replica within acceptable bounds while avoiding
overloaded replicas. When facing non-stationary workloads it
is essential to dynamically adjust the number and locations of
a fog application’s replicas. We propose Voilà, a tail-latencyaware auto-scaler integrated in the Kubernetes orchestration
system. Voilà maintains a fine-grained view of the volumes of
traffic generated from different user locations, and uses simple
yet highly-effective procedures to maintain suitable application
resources in terms of size and location.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Humans and IoT devices produce ever-increasing volumes
of data. It is expected that, by 2025, 75% of all enterprise data
will be generated out of the data centers [20]. Transmitting
these data over long-distance networks to the cloud before
processing them is becoming increasingly undesirable and
sometimes even infeasible. Instead, “fog computing” aims at
processing data using resources within very low latency to the
end users [25]. In contrast to cloud computing where large
numbers of resources are co-located in a handful of datacenters
far away from the users, fog computing scatters nodes on the
network edge, in the immediate vicinity of the end users.
Although some fog computing applications are designed to
serve the needs of a single end user, many others aim to serve
requests from a population of end users located within a broad
geographical area such as a city or a region [1]. To deliver lowlatency processing of their requests, fog applications may be
designed as a set of functionally-equivalent service replicas
which can be placed in strategic network locations such that
every user request can be served by a nearby replica.
The number of service replicas an application should deploy
is mainly determined by two factors. First, the geographical
distribution of the end users requires one to create enough
replicas such that a nearby replica exists for every source of
traffic. Second, any replica necessarily has a limited processing
capacity, which may require one to create multiple replicas to
serve workloads originating from major sources of traffic.
Fog computing resources are precious in a multi-tenant
environment, so fog applications must carefully adjust their
deployments so that they satisfy their QoS objectives while

reducing their resource usage as much as possible. On the
other hand, any user-produced workload may largely vary
over time [19], which motivates the need for using an autoscaler to dynamically adjust the number and locations of a fog
application’s replicas.
A fog application replica auto-scaler aims to reach three
objectives: (1) network proximity such that every request
may be routed to a nearby replica with a network round-trip
latency lower than some threshold lo ; (2) processing capacity
management such that no replica receives more requests than
its processing capacity co ; and (3) high resource utilization
such that the majority of the provisioned resources are actually
being utilized according to their capacity. Following best
practice from commercial content delivery networks [13], we
aim to optimize the tail network latency rather than its mean,
which practically requires minimizing the number of user
requests which incur a network round-trip latency l > lo .
We propose Voilà, a tail-latency-aware fog application
replica auto-scaler. Voilà integrates seamlessly with Kubernetes, the de-facto standard container orchestration framework in clusters and data centers [12]. Kubernetes is also a
promising basis for designing future-generation fog computing
platforms [4], [7], [14], [24], [27]. Voilà continuously monitors
the request workload produced by all potential traffic sources
in the system, and uses efficient algorithms to determine
the number and location of replicas that are necessary to
maintain the application’s QoS within its expected bounds
despite potentially large variations in the request workload
characteristics.
Our evaluations based on a 22-nodes cluster and a real
traffic trace shows that Voilà guarantees 98% of the requests
are routed toward a nearby and non-overloaded replica. The
system also scales well to much larger system sizes.
Section II surveys the technical background, and Section III
discusses the related work. Then Section IV presents the system and Section V evaluates it. Finally, Section VI concludes.
II. BACKGROUND
A. Kubernetes
Kubernetes is an open-source orchestration engine which
automates the deployment, scaling and management of containerized applications [16]. As shown in Figure 1, a Kubernetes cluster consists of a master node responsible for the
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Fig. 1. Kubernetes architecture.

monitoring and the management of the deployed applications,
and any number of worker nodes that constitute the system’s
computing, network, and storage resources.
In Kubernetes, an application deployment is composed of a
set of pods, defined as a set of logically-related containers and
data volumes to be deployed on a single machine. Application
replication is ensured by deploying multiple identical pods.
These pods can be then exposed to external end users as a
single entity by creating a service which exposes a single IP
address to the end users and acts as a front end which routes
requests to one of the corresponding pods.
The Kubernetes scheduler is in charge of determining which
pod will be placed in which worker node. By default Kubernetes uses latency-unaware filtering/scoring algorithms. The
objective of this work is to design a new scheduler which controls both the number of replicas and their placement within
the fog computing infrastructure to maintain QoS guarantees
across large variations in the end-user request workload.
loud like availability, utilization, deployment
B. Network Proximity
In a geo-distributed system like a fog computing platform,
every user request should be routed to a nearby node to
be processed as quickly as possible. In Kubernetes, request
routing works in two phases. First, some external routing
mechanism must ensure that end user’s requests are routed
to any of the Kubernetes’ worker nodes. Fog computing
platforms typically make use of SDN/NFV technologies to
route end user requests to a nearby node which then acts as
a gateway to enter the Kubernetes system. In a second phase,
Kubernetes further routes the request toward one of the worker
nodes which execute a pod of the concerned application, where
the request gets processed.
a) Estimating network latencies: To determine which
worker node should receive each incoming request, and to
reason about the necessary placement of an application’s pods
within the available worker nodes, it is important to know
the network latency between every pair of worker nodes
in the system. Rather than relying on simple metrics like
geographical distance (which delivers poor accuracy [15]) or
frequent pairwise measurements (which would require O(N 2 )

measurements), we rely on Serf [10], a mature implementation
of Vivaldi coordinates [5]. Serf relies on a lightweight gossipbased algorithm to maintain reasonably accurate latency estimates between every pair of nodes in the system.
Since the first part of a request route (from the end-user
device to the first Kubernetes node) is independent from the
Kubernetes system itself, in this work we consider only the
network latencies between this gateway node and the worker
nodes holding application replicas.
b) Routing requests to a nearby pod: Kubernetes’ internal routing is based on simple location-unaware load balancing
techniques such as round robin between all available pods of
the concerned application. However, this approach may dispatch requests to far-away replicas even if there exists nearby
ones. To ensure that requests are received by nearby pods,
Voilà relies on Proxy-mity, which overrides the routing rules
to favorize replicas reachable through low-latency routes [7].
c) Pod placement and auto-scaling: Routing requests to
the closest available pod is not sufficient to guarantee low
latency for every end-user requests. Depending on the endusers’ locations within the system, it is necessary to carefully
choose the number of pods and their node placement such that
Proxy-mity can find a nearby pod to route requests to.
Choosing the number and placement of an application’s
pods necessarily results from a tradeoff between using the
smallest possible number of pods (to reduce costs), while
maintaining enough of them to cover the regions where users
are located, and without overloading any of the pod replicas.
The number and placement of pods is therefore a complex
function of the Quality-of-Service requirements defined by the
application, and the request workload imposed by its users.
d) Optimizing the tail vs. mean network latency: In
latency-sensitive environments such as fog computing applications, it is important that each individual request gets
processed with very low latency. For instance, virtual reality
applications usually require consistently low response times.
In such applications “lag spikes and dropouts need to be kept
to a minimum, or users will feel detached” [6]. Aiming to
minimize the mean latency between the user devices and their
closest replica does not allow one to provide such extremely
demanding type of guarantees. Instead, for each application
we define a round-trip latency threshold lo (e.g., lo = 20 ms),
and aim to minimize the number of “slow” requests which
incur a round-trip network latency l > lo .
Likewise, requests addressed to an overloaded replica may
incur delays due to the saturation of server resources. We
define a replica load threshold co (e.g., co = 50 req/s) and
also flag requests addressed to overloaded replicas as “slow.”
C. Non-stationary traffic properties
Any online application which processes incoming requests
from an unbounded user population notoriously experiences
significant workload variations across time [19]. This also
applies to fog applications. However, geo-distributed systems
such as fog computing platforms must not only handle variations of the aggregate workload produced by their entire user
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Fig. 2. Load variation according to location.

population, but also variations in the location from which the
users generate their traffic.
To highlight the non-stationarity in time and in space
experienced in the fog, we analyze a geo-distributed request
workload derived from telecommunication traffic traces from
the Trentino region in Italy, and emulated proportionally to the
number of Internet requests per user found in the trace [2].
Figure 2 shows the aggregated requests of users in 10
different areas of the city, and highlights the traffic produced
by three of them. Overall we see a typical day/night pattern
where most of the workload is produced between 9am and
11pm. However, different zones observe workload peaks at
different times of the day. Commercial districts with shopping
malls and offices peak at 12pm and 4pm, whereas residential
areas peak at 7pm and nightlife neighborhoods peak at 11pm.
For a fog replica auto-scaler such as Voilà, this means
that application replicas should not only be created in the
morning and removed in the evening to follow the aggregated
traffic intensity. Also during the day, to maintain proximity
between the users and the application, replicas must be created/deleted/relocated from one neighborhood to another.
III. S TATE O F T HE A RT
Fog computing servers are considered as precious resources.
Numerous resource management mechanisms have therefore
been proposed to address various aspects of fog computing
resource management [9], [17].
A number of systems do not vary the number of replicas
but rather propose to offload selected tasks to a backend cloud
to reserve precious fog resources only for the most demanding
tasks. Mukherjee et al. reduce the overall task completion latency by solving Quadratically Constraint Quadratic Programming optimization problem [11]. Vu et al. offload services in
fog radio access networks to optimize the energy consumption
and offload latency [22]. Yousefpour et al. propose a delayminimizing offloading policy for fog nodes to reduce service
delay for the IoT nodes [26]. In all these works, the fog layer
network latencies are either not considered [11] or defined as
a constant between all the nodes [22], [26] In contrast, we
consider the fog as a set of dispersed nodes where placing a
pod on one node or another strongly influences the resulting

quality of service. Also, choosing some tasks to be processed
in the backend cloud does not reduce the tail execution latency.
We thus aim at processing all the requests in the fog layer,
without offloading to a backend cloud.
Several papers are based on Kubernetes. Zheng et al. propose to vary the number of pods according to the load, but does
not address the question of pod placement nor efficient routing
between the end users and their closest pod [27]. Several other
works propose location-aware pod placement mechanisms for
Kubernetes [4], [8], [14], [24]. However, they consider the
number of replicas as a constant and do not aim to vary it to
accommodate non-stationary workloads.
Finally, few systems propose auto-scaling for the fog.
ENORM aims to reduce latency between users and computing
devices, and the network traffic to the cloud [23]. However,
it chooses the resources regardless of their location, and
essentially considers every fog nodes as equivalent to one
another. ORCH proposes to dynamically add compute nodes
in the system to resolve workload surges [18]. In contrast, we
consider the set of worker nodes as a constant and aim to place
the right number of replicas in the right set of nodes.
To our best knowledge, Voilà is the only dynamic fog
resource manager which considers at the same time autoscaling to adjust the necessary number of application replicas across any significant variation of the request workload,
placement/replacement to choose where these replicas should
execute, and routing of end-user request to nearby replicas.
It aims at optimizing the tail request latency rather than its
mean while avoiding replica overloads. This paper presents
the autoscaling and placement algorithms, and evaluates their
implementation integrated in Kubernetes on a testbed of 22 fog
nodes. Request routing is addressed in a separate paper [7].
IV. S YSTEM D ESIGN
The objective of this work is to dynamically scale and
place an application’s replicas in a cluster of geo-distributed
fog nodes to predominantly minimize the number of slow
requests while maintaining efficient resource utilization. A
request is said to be slow in two cases: (1) it encounters a
network round-trip time between the Kubernetes gateway and
the serving pod greater than the threshold latency lo defined by
the application provider; or (ii) it is addressed to a pod whose
current workload is greater than the specified pod capacity
co . System administrators are also requested to define Eo , the
maximum acceptable percentage of slow requests.
A. System model and monitoring
Table I summarizes the main variables used to describe our
system model. A fog computing cluster is defined as a set of n
server nodes ∆ = {δ1 , δ2 , . . . , δn }, where every δi is an object
of class Node which holds the status of the server node and
the list of pods it currently hosts. An application is defined
as a set of r replicas Φ = {ϕ1 , ϕ2 , . . . , ϕr }, where every ϕi
is an object of class Pod which holds the status of the pod
and the identifier of the server node where it is running. All
these variables are maintained by Kubernetes as part of its

normal operations. They can be obtained through simple call
to Kubernetes’ etcd service.
The latency matrix L contains all round-trip latencies between pairs of nodes, where every lij is the RTT latency
between nodes δi and δj as estimated by Serf. We can obtain
an up-to-date estimate of any such RTT latency with a simple
call to Serf’s rtt API at the master node.
Every worker node in a Kubernetes cluster has two different
roles. First, it may host a pod of the application which
processes user requests. Second, it may act as a gateway. End
user requests may be sent to any gateway node, which is then
in charge of routing the request to one of the application’s
pods. For clarity, we distinguish these two roles as gateway gi
and server node δi .
Kubernetes routes network requests from the gateway nodes
to the server nodes using IP-level routing. This means that
we have access to precise kernel-level counters measuring
exactly how many network packets have been routed from
which gateway to which server node, and back. To ensure that
gateways route incoming requests to nearby nodes, Proxy-mity
defines a matrix P where every pij represents the probability a
request received by gateway gi should be routed to server node
δi , defined using a monotonically decreasing function of the
estimated latency between gi and each server node where pods
may be located (so that requests have high probability of being
routed to nearby server nodes). Being filled with probabilities,
the matrix P maintains the following properties:
0 ≤ pij ≤ 1 ∀(i, j) ∈ J1, nK
n
X
pij = 1 ∀i ∈ J1, nK

2

j=1

The specific values pij are defined by Proxy-mity for all
gateways and server nodes, as if every node actually hosted a
pod of the application.

TABLE I
S YSTEM MODEL’ S VARIABLES .
Variable
∆
δi
n
Φ
ϕj
r
L
lij
G
gi
gi .load
ϕj .load
P
pij
T
tij
E
ET
Ω
ωi
lo
co
Eo
τ

Definition
Cluster Variables
= {δ1 , δ2 , . . . , δn }, set of all server nodes.
∈ ∆, a server node of index i.
= |∆|, number of nodes in the cluster.
= {ϕ1 , ϕ2 , . . . , ϕr }, set of application’s replicas.
∈ Φ, an application replica of index j.
= |Φ| with r 6 n, number of application replicas.
[lij ], symmetric n × n matrix of inter-node RTT latencies.
= lji RTT latency between nodes δi and δj .
Testing Variables
= {g1 , g2 , . . . , gn }, set of all end user’s gateways.
∈ G, a gateway located at node δi .
The number of requests redirected by gateway gi .
The number of requests received by server node ϕj .
[pij ], n × n matrix of the request route probabilities.
Probability of following the route from gi to δj .
[tij ], n × n Test matrix.
∈ [0, 1], labels the routes gi → ϕj as suitable or not.
The percentage of slow requests per cycle.
The overall percentage of slow requests over a full test.
= {ω1 , ω2 , . . .}, set of all possible placements.
⊂ ∆ given |ωi | = r, one possible placement solution.
Provider-Defined Variables
RTT latency threshold in ms.
Pod capacity threshold in req/pod/s.
E per cycle threshold in %.
Cycle duration in s.

Vlo (Ĝ, P̂ , L) =

p̂ij × ĝi .load × f1 (lij )

i=1 j=1

(
where f1 (lij ) =

1
0

if lij > lo
else

Similarly, function Vco counts the requests which would be
routed to an overloaded replica ϕj hosted at δk :

B. Replica placement quality evaluation
We evaluate the quality of any potential replica placement
decision as the percentage of slow requests among all received
requests (E%). Any placement decision consists of a set of host
nodes ωi . Voilà calculates E(ωi ) of any potential placement
according to the current load and latency distribution.
To allow Voilà to evaluate a large number of potential
placements in reasonable time, E should be evaluated as
efficiently as possible. Voilà defines the probability matrix P
once per placement cycle, and then exploits it to evaluate the
quality of any replica placement.
Procedure 1 illustrates the computation of E(ωi ). First, it
removes the matrix’s rows which correspond to idle gateways.
It also sets to 0 the columns which correspond to server nodes
which do not host a replica in the evaluated placement. After
normalizing the matrix such that the sum of probabilities per
row equals 1, the resulting matrix P̂ contains only the routing
probabilities from active gateways to potential replicas.
Using P̂ and the set of active gateways Ĝ, Voilà calculates
the number of slow requests due to high network latency:

|Ĝ| n
X
X

Vco (Φ, P̂ ) =

r
X

f2 (ϕj )

j=1

ϕj .load =

|Ĝ|
X

ĝi .load × p̂ik

i=1

(
ϕj .load − co × τ if ϕj .load > co × τ
where f2 (ϕj ) =
0
else
The variable E is then computed as the sum of Vlo and Vco
divided by the total load:
n
X
Slow
E% = 100% ×
= 100% × (Vlo + Vco )/
gi .load
Total
i=1
Selecting a suitable replica placement consists in finding ωi
such that E(ωi ) ≤ Eo .
C. Initial replica placement
When a new application is deployed in the fog computing
platform, no information is available yet about its traffic
characteristics. Instead, Voilà uses the set of active gateways
from other deployed applications (regardless of their actual
workload) to define an initial set of replica locations.
Finding the optimal placement of r replicas among n worker
nodes requires in principle one to fully explore the set of all
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Procedure 3: Initial replica placement
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Procedure 4: QoS check algorithm

∀i if tis == 1 :
Ĝ.Remove(gi )
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Procedure 5: Replica replacement algorithm
Return ω

possible solutions Ω. However, this set is extremely large even
for a modest value of n and r:
 
r
n!
|Ω| =
=
r!(n − r)!
n
For example, placing 10 replicas out of 50 server nodes yields
a set of 10,272,278,170 possible placements. Exploring them
all is obviously infeasible. Instead, we explore only a small
subset of promising placements, and choose the first one which
satisfies that all active gateways have a nearby replica to which
they may route incoming requests.
Procedure 2 takes the latency matrix L as an input, and
labels all the possible routes as suitable (with value 1 if
lij ≤ lo ) or unsuitable (with value 0 otherwise). The objective
of the resulting Test matrix T̂ is to check whether every active
gateway is covered by at least one nearby replica. this condition is determined by the fact that each row corresponding to
an active gateway ĝi has at least one t̂ij = 1.
The algorithm to identify a suitable replica placement is
illustrated in Procedure 3. Starting from an empty placement
ω, the set of active gateways Ĝ, and the Test Matrix T ,
the algorithm starts by removing the idle gateways from T ,
then iteratively adds new replicas until all active gateways
are covered by at least one suitable nearby replica. Every
new host node δs is chosen with a greedy heuristic as the
one which covers the greatest number of gateways. The loop
continues until Ĝ becomes empty, which indicates that all
active gateways are covered. The procedure finally returns ω.
Note that this initial placement is only a starting point when
a new application is deployed in the platform. It is determined
based on latency requirements only. Depending on the request
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with Min(E)

False

Call
Scale Up

workload, it may or may not satisfy the processing capacity
requirement as well. Also, user-generated traffic is expected
to vary over time, which mandates the usage of re-placement
and autoscaling techniques, as we discuss next.
D. Replacement and autoscaling
After an application has started, Voilà periodically checks
whether the latency and the processing capacity requirements
are still met. In case of violation, it implements corrective
actions to bring the QoS within its desired bounds. Voilà also
periodically checks whether fewer replicas may be sufficient.
1) Checking for potential violations: Voilà periodically
checks whether the QoS constraints are still respected. As
shown in Procedure 4, the QoS check algorithm starts by
calculating the percentage E of slow requests in the last cycle
for ωo . If E(ωo ) > Eo a violation is declared and the violation
type determines which corrective function must be called.
2) Replica replacement: When a QoS violation is detected,
Voilà first tries to fix it by moving a replica from one server
node to another. Procedure 5 starts by selecting a number of
replicas To-Be-Replaced (TBR) and a number of server nodes
To-Be-Tested (TBT). The TBR and TBT are chosen according
to the nature of the QoS violation:
• In the case of a Proximity violation, TBR is the set of current
replicas which participate the least to the gateways-to-replica
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proximity metric. An active gateway which depends on a
single nearby replica with latency under lo defines this
replica as “vital.” On the other hand, all non-vital replicas
are included in TBR. Similarly, server nodes are included
in TBT if they are located close enough from one gateway
which does not have access to a suitable replica.
ĝ1
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In (1) we see an example where the test matrix T̂ indicates
that gateway ĝ3 does not have any nearby replica, which is
the source of the QoS violation. Gateway ĝ4 has only one
nearby replica at δ2 , so δ2 is not included in TBR. TBR
finally contains δ1 and δ3 . In (2) we see the full test matrix
T (including server nodes not currently hosting a replica).
TBT then contains δ4 and δ6 as these two server nodes are
considered as close enough from gateway ĝ3 .
• In the case of a capacity saturation violation, TBR contains
the list of replicas currently receiving a low workload. TBT
is the set of nodes located in close proximity from the
currently overloaded replicas.
Once the sets TBR and TBT have been defined, Procedure 5
takes replica re-placement decisions in the same way for both
types of QoS violations. It iteratively chooses a pair of nodes
δi ∈ TBR, δj ∈ TBT, and evaluates E in case node δi was
replaced with δj in the current replica placement ω. If at
least one replacement decision delivers an acceptable QoS with
E(ω) < Eo within some pre-defined computation time, then the
procedure returns the best replacement decision it has found.
Otherwise, it considers that replacing replicas is unlikely to
address the QoS violation, so it calls the Scale Up procedure
to create an additional replica.
3) Scaling up: To choose the node where an additional
replica should be created, Procedure 6 first defines a set TBT
in the same way as previously. It then iteratively considers
every node from this set and tests whether adding it to ω
(without replacing the existing replicas) would solve the QoS
violations. If no single new replica is found to be able to solve
the violation, it tries to add two new replicas, and so on until
the violation is solved or all nodes from TBT have been added.
4) Scaling down: Scaling down does not take place upon
any QoS violation. Rather, if the system did not occur any
violation for a predefined period of time, it checks whether
it may reduce the number of replicas (and thereby reduce its

True

∀ω
∃E < Eo

False
Return
ωnew

resource usage) without introducing violations.
Procedure 7 iteratively tries to decrement the number of
replicas and to identify one replica that can be removed
without violating the QoS constraint. The algorithm stops
when no more replicas can be removed.
When Voilà decides to change the number or location of
replicas, it asks Kubernetes to create/delete pods accordingly.
V. E VALUATION
A. Experimental setup
We evaluate Voilà with both experimental measurements
and simulations. The experimental setup consists of 22 Raspberry Pi (RPi) model 3B+ single-board computers acting as
fog computing servers. Such machines are frequently used
to prototype fog computing infrastructures [3], [21], [24].
They run HypriotOS Linux v1.9.0 with kernel 4.14.34, Docker
v18.04.0 and Kubernetes v1.9.3. We implemented Voilà on top
of Serf v0.8.2.dev and the development version of Proxy-mity.
The RPis are organized with one master node and 21 worker
nodes capable of hosting replicas. Every worker node also acts
as a WiFi hotspot and a Kubernetes gateway so end users can
connect to the WiFi network and send requests to the service.
We emulate a realistic workload based on a trace of geodistributed Internet requests in the province of Trentino in
Italy [2]. Every request is tagged with a location at 1 km
granularity of the base station it was addressed to. We randomly select 22 1 km2 cells and inject the load of each cell in
a different testbed gateway. The application is a simple web
server which returns the IP address of the serving pod, such
that the request processing time is almost zero.
We emulate realistic inter-node latencies using the Linux tc
command. Latency values are defined as a linear function of
the geographical distance between the cells. They range from
4 ms to 80 ms with a median of 26 ms, which arguably represents a typical situation for a fog computing infrastructure.
We also perform scalability analysis using a simulator which
simulates up to 500 virtual nodes using the same latencies
and workload distributions, as well as the same algorithm
implementations as in Voilà to select replica placements.
B. Autoscaling behavior
We first evaluate Voilà on the testbed based on parameters
shown in Table II. Figure 3 shows 28 hours of workload
from the Trentino trace, and Voilà’s autoscaling behavior when
confronted to this workload. We sped up the trace so every
hour in the trace is replayed over 2 min in the experiment.
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T ESTBED EVALUATION PARAMETERS .
Value
15 ms
50 req/pod/s
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Fig. 4. Triggering scale-up early (testbed experiment).
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Fig. 3. Autoscaling over a 28-hour workload trace (testbed experiment).

Variable
lo
co
Eo

20%

0
100

0

0

10%

Total
0%: 2.6%
10%: 1.9%
20%: 1.7%

System Utilization
[in %]

Deployment
Size [in Pods]

3

0%

Cumulative %
of Slow/Total

Req. Rate
[in req/s]

2am

10pm

6pm

12pm

6am

4

2
25
20
15
10
5
0

Safety

2

2am

200
150
100
50
0
5

Value
22 nodes
18 nodes
120 s

When the application is deployed at 12am on the first day,
the initial replica placement algorithm creates two replicas. We
however notice that, although the workload intensity is fairly
low, about 5% of requests are being slow, mainly because of
network latency between the gateways and the replicas. At
the next cycle Voilà creates a third replica, which fixes this
QoS violation. At 2am another violation occurs, but a replica
replacement is sufficient to solve this issue. Between 7am and
9am we observe a strong workload increase. Voilà detects a
capacity saturation violation and reacts by bringing the number
of replicas to 5 such that the violation is resolved and the
number of slow requests gets back to almost zero.
From 10am until 8pm the global load stabilizes close to its
daily peak. However, as discussed in Section II-C this “stable”
workload still observes many changes in the users’ locations.
We observe that Voilà adjusts to these changes by issuing a
number of replica relocation operations. Finally, when traffic
decreases in the evening, Voilà scales the system down to three
replicas after observing three cycles with no QoS violations.
We conclude that Voilà effectively controls the number and
location of replicas. Only ET = 2.6% of all requests were
categorized as slow: 0.59% because of proximity violations,
and 2.01% because of capacity saturation violations.
C. Scaling up before saturation violations take place
The main reason for saturation violations is that any replica
creation takes a few dozen seconds before the new replica
becomes operational. If Voilà triggers a scale-up only after
observing a saturation violation, then many requests may get
penalized in the mean time. A practical solution to mitigate
this effect consists of defining a safety margin and triggering
scale-up operations to handle potential capacity saturation
issues before saturation actually takes place.

Figure 4 shows the resource utilization of the busiest pod
and the cumulative fraction of slow requests among the
trace with safety margins 0%, 10% and 20% of actual pod
capacity, which respectively trigger adaptation when any pod’s
workload reaches 100%, 90% and 80% capacity. Larger safety
margins reduce the number of capacity saturation violations
from ET = 2.6% to ET = 1.7% with safety = 20%. However,
because replicas are created sooner, the resource utilization
through the day reduces slightly, from 48% to 39%. Better
QoS comes at a greater cost in terms of resource usage.
Further reducing the number of violations would require
predictive traffic models capable of anticipating the 9am traffic
surge sufficiently early. We leave this topic for future work.
D. Sensitivity analysis
We now explore Voilà’s performance by means of simulations in a 200-node system with 100 active gateways. We
set Eo = 1%, and define default parameter values co =
100 req/pod/s, lo = 20 ms and safety = 20%.
Figure 5 shows the system behavior when varying co , lo
and safety. Each test was repeated 50 times using different
load distributions of 28 cycles from the Trentino grid. Every
plot displays the average and the 95%-confidence interval,
except the deployment size plot where the error bars depict
the minimum and maximum sizes reached during the tests.
1) Deployment size: When co and lo have low values, Voilà
compensates by adding pods. Similarly, larger safety margins
imply that nodes are less utilized, which requires more pods.
2) Slow Requests: The number of slow requests decreases
when we increase the value of co : a smaller number of highcapacity pods can better absorb traffic intensity variations.
Similarly, increasing the safety margin reduces the saturation
violations. Varying lo shows two effects: first, strict latency
requirements with a low value of lo makes latency-aware
placement more difficult, which results in greater numbers
of proximity violations. More surprisingly, larger values of lo
result in an increase in saturation violations. The reason is that
when a gateway becomes active, its produced traffic increases
over a short time period. When lo is high, Voilà creates less
replicas, so the violation occurs at a higher load rate which
leads to more slow requests.
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Fig. 5. Sensitivity analysis (simulator).

3) Resource utilization: When the capacity co of every
pod increases, their placement becomes increasingly dictated
by latency considerations. Their average utilization therefore
decreases. We observe a similar effect with low latency
thresholds lo where the many replicas that are created to cover
the relevant areas of the network actually receive a modest
workload each. Finally, as previously observed, increasing the
safety margin decreases resource utilization.
4) Voilà under extreme values of lo : Voilà performs well
even with very strict values of lo . For example a requirement
of lo = 10 ms is very challenging because in our experiments
only 7.5% of the inter-node latencies are below 10 ms. In this
case Voilà still maintains ET < 1.7%, yet at the expense of
large number of replicas with low resource utilization.
E. Scalability
We finally evaluate the execution time for various system
sizes. All measurements are done on a quad-core Intel Core i77600U @2.80GHz laptop, co = 100 req/pod/s, lo = 20 ms,
Eo = 1%, half of the gateways transmitting load and over 10
runs with 28 cycles for each test.
Figure 6 compares the average number of placement that
can be studied per second for various system sizes with the
average number of placements that must be evaluated to repair
a latency or capacity violation. When the cluster size increases,
the time needed to study any single placement also increases.
However, even for a large system with 500 nodes, Voilà
evaluates ≈ 100 placements per second. Voilà’s algorithms
typically need about 100-150 placement evaluations to repair
a violation, regardless of system size.
VI. C ONCLUSION
Fog computing platforms must carefully control the number
and placement of application replicas to ensure guaranteed
proximity between the users and the replicas serving their requests, while avoiding replica overload and reducing resource
consumption as much as possible. To our best knowledge,
Voilà is the only proposed system which satisfies these three
objectives even in challenging situations, and has been integrated in a popular container orchestration platform.
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